SAILING AHEAD in the “thrill a second” tradition of South Seas Adventure!

SOARING AHEAD in the “way out front” tradition of Columbia SUPER-SERIALS!

ANOTHER ACTION HERO
- with the secret of tremendous appeal!

ANOTHER ACTION STORY
- with the secret of spectacular excitement!

ANOTHER SUPER-Serial
- with the secret of maximum exploitation potential!

PIRATES OF THE HIGH SEAS
PHANTOM RAIDERS OF THE DEEP

with BUSTER CRABBE

Lois Hall · Tommy Farrell

Written for the Screen by Joseph F. Poland, David Maloney, George H. Plympton and Charles R. Condon · Produced by SAM KATZMAN · Directed by SPENCER BENNET and THOMAS CARR

COLUMBIA'S FIRST SIZZLING SERIAL SCOOP OF 1950-51!